Introduction
In latest years producing of high quality Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) images of moving targets becomes a great challenge for researches in radar world. ISAR measurements are used for image reconstruction, geometric feature definition and target identification. In addition, ISAR imaging is becoming a powerful tool for Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) of non-cooperative targets. Recently many ISAR ATR techniques have been suggested [1] . Algorithms for multi-feature based ISAR image recognition of ship targets and automatic polarimetric ISAR image recognition based on a model matching are discussed in [2, 3] . Automatic target recognition of ISAR images of multiple targets and ATR results, and algorithms for automatic ISAR images recognition and classification are presented in [4] [5] [6] . Based on a comparison of range-Doppler imagery to 3D ship reference models an ISAR image classification is discussed in [7] . A parametric system identification method Quantization (LVQ) neural networks are built and program implemented. The training algorithm by teacher is applied. Final identification decision strategy is developed.
In the first place, the suggested target identification and recognition algorithm has a logical structure and provides for the necessary reliability of identification in the presence of disturbances in the image and corruption in the contour line of the image being displayed. In the second place, the number of neurons in the first layer is defined by the number of the models, but not by the number of pixels or segments in the image.
Thus, the selected architecture of the neural network has the following advantages. It possesses a property of an associative memory which guaranties the correct classification of the object in the presence of high level of noise background and incomplete and distorted shape of images. Substantial advantage of the suggested algorithm for neural network learning is the training process. It comprises one single epoch, and it is completely determined, fast and flexible. The layers' weight matrices of both neural networks are completely known. Thus, the results can be unambiguously defined. Another advantage is that the complementation of new etalon models in the neural network is reduced to addition of new neurons in the first layers of the neural network and extension of the input training matrix. Finally, the suggested neural network can be easily realized in a hardware setting.
At the first step of the recognition process constrains relevant to the ambiguity of the image position have to be overcome. In that sense an algorithm to cope with the ambiguity of the image position and contour line extraction is generally described and graphically illustrated is Section 2.
It is important to emphasize that many of image recognition procedures using neural networks require one neuron to each pixel or segment of the image to be assigned (back-propagation network, self-organized map), which makes these neural architectures too bulky. In contrast, the suggested ISAR image recognition and identification procedure requires simpler neural architecture to be implemented in order to recognize the contour line of the object silhouette.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 data model and all stages of the ISAR image processing are outlined. In Section 3 an algorithm for automatic ISAR image recognition based on a neural network is created. In Section 4 neural network architectures, training algorithms, and final identification decision are described. In Section 5 numerical results of the automatic target recognition with two-layer neural network are provided. In Section 6 conclusions are made.
ISAR image processing -main stages

ISAR data formation
Suppose that the inverse aperture synthesis is carried out through illuminating a moving target by a Linear Frequency Modulated (LFM) transmitted signal, and ISAR image reconstruction including range and azimuth compressions is completed [27] .
Based on the analytical description of the ISAR scenario, target's kinematical parameters and images obtained by signal modelling and image reconstruction, an algorithm is developed removing the ambiguity in respect of the object position and scale. By precise determination of the emitted pulse parameters and the synthetic aperture length mutual unambiguity between scales of the real object, which should be compared to, and the object image in the frame can be achieved. By adaptive alteration of the object position in the frame and its orientation with respect to the horizontal direction, invariability concerning rotation of the image in the frame can be ensured. The procedures developed, including image rotation, optimal filtration, and contour line extraction allow a centered image of the object in the frame to be obtained. Consider ISAR scenario, described in a two-dimensional (2D) coordinate system Oxy. The target, object of observation, is depicted in a 2D coordinate grid with dimensions 
ISAR image processing
The geometric characteristic used for neural network recognition, the target's contour line are extracted from the ISAR image improved based on the following image processing steps [27] .
1. Rotation of the image in the frame based on a preliminary defined rotating angle and the image in the frame is placed in a particular (horizontal) position.
2. Adaptive Winner filtration of the background noise and preserving the silhouette of the target.
3. Intensity segmentation with total removing of the background noise by Otsu's thresholding, and binary image conversion.
4. Injection-rejection filtrating with a variable aperture to remove isolated noise patches (resulting from remaining impulse disturbances) in the image without causing damages to the original image and removing some defects from the silhouette of the object.
5. Sub-area extraction of dimensions with a centered image of the targets. Results after image rotation, adaptive Winner filtration, intensity segmentation, Otsu's thresholding and binary image conversion, injection-rejection filtration, and subarea extraction are presented in Fig. 2 . 6. Adding missing pixels to the silhouette of the target and removing defects from horizontal silhouette contour line by image reconstruction procedure based on symmetry of the object (Fig. 3) . 
ISAR image's contour line extraction
The following expressions applied to each (i, j)-th pixel's intensity of the object silhouette are exploited to implement the contour line extraction:
(1) It is assumed that there are M etalon models. The data base is formed by MN binary matrices with dimension equal to image matrix dimension, where N is the number of accepted etalon subsidiary matrices for each model. These matrices consist of ones for elements that correspond to the pixels of the etalon models contour line. The remaining elements of the matrices are zeros.
In essence, the recognition process implies estimation of the number of coincident elements (pixels) not equal to zero. The maximal value of coincident pixels is the condition for decision making process of the object identification. The detection of coincident elements can be implemented by any linear evaluation operation. This linear operation is performed over the binary matrix of the ISAR image S and each subsidiary matrix Wm,n, i.e., (2) ,
where  denotes the linear evaluation operation, 1, mM  is the number of the current model, which is compared to, 1, nN  is the number of serial subsidiary etalon matrix of this model. If there is not any ambiguity or the ambiguity is fully removed, N is equal to one.
In case the evaluation operation is multiplication of S and Wm,n, the resultant matrix Sm,n has elements not equal to zero in the positions, where both matrices have elements not equal to zero. This way the addresses of subsidiary matrix elements for a certain model are registered. The subsidiary matrix elements coincide with elements of the original image matrix (silhouette contour line). The elements of each calculated matrix Sm,n are summed according to the expression 
S
is received and it defines the "winner" -the number of the model that resembles the original image mostly.
Neural network architecture synthesis
In compliance with the requirements of the criteria, the chosen neural architecture is Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) Network. LVQ is a method for training competitive layers in a supervised manner. A competitive layer automatically learns to classify input vectors. The classes that the competitive layer finds depend on the distance between input vectors, which performs function of an associative memory.
LVQ networks can be easily learned in order to classify input vectors into output classes chosen by the user [28] .
LVQ networks consist of two layers (Fig. 5) : the first one consists of neurons with competitive transfer function, which is trained according to Kohonen's learning rule; the second layer contains neurons with linear transfer function, which is trained according to Grossberg's learning rule. The Kohonen's layer works in conformity with the principle "the winner takes all". The weight matrix and activation function for each neuron are organized so that by input of the input vector onto the output of a layer, only one neuron is activated. On its output this neuron returns value one. The other neurons returns on their outputs value zero [29] .
The competitive transfer function accepts an input vector for a layer and returns neuron outputs of zeros for all neurons except for the winner -the neuron associated with the most positive element of the input vector. The winner's output is 1. If all biases are 0, then the neuron whose weight vector is closest to the input vector has the least negative input and, therefore, wins the competition to output.
Kohonen's layer forms as many subclasses as the number of neurons in the layer. In the layer a priory clustering is accomplished, in which the input vector relates to some of the preliminary formed subsidiary subclasses.
The number of neurons in Grossberg layer is determined in accordance with a finite number of desired classes. Only one of the neurons returns 1 and all of the remaining neurons generate on their outputs 0. The number of the neurons in this layer corresponds to the desired final classes. The role of this layer is to accomplish an additional classification of the results from the first layer according to desired final requirements [30] .
LVQ neural networks are mostly used for vector classification. The weights of the neurons of the Kohonen's layer form vectors that present the rows of the weight matrix IW1,1 (Fig. 6 ). This layer accepts input vector p and forms the differences between elements of the input vector p and the rows of the weight matrix according to (6) For each neuron, the values Nq are negative (less than zero). The transfer function (competitive function) of this layer returns an output vector a1 that consists of 0's corresponding to negative values, except one element equal to 1 -this is the element with value nearest to 0. This way a preliminary classification in subclasses is accomplished.
The linier transfer function of Grossberg's layer performs multiplication of the vector a1 by weight matrix LW1,2 and returns an output vector a2 = y consisting of M -1 elements equal to 0, where M is the number of the final classes, except one element equal to 1, which is the "winner" neuron. The position of this element in output vector signifies the number of the final class, with which the input vector is associated.
Neural network implementation
Image database generation
In order to generate an image database eight models of aircrafts are used and presented as binary matrices, elements of which are digital expressions of aircrafts' contour line. The models are described in a 64×64 pixels grid with dimension of the resolution cell X = Y = 0.5 m (Fig. 7) .
MiG-29
MiG The elements of the model matrix that belong to the target contour line are accepted equal to 1; otherwise, they are equal to (-1). It is necessary to note that the size of the model of Boeing-707 is especially reduced for the purpose of achieving maximal resemblance of the models of Boeing-707 and Falcon-2000. This way the two models are distinguished only by the position of the engines.
It is assumed that by applying algorithms, discussed in Section 2.2 (rotation, optimal filtration, centering and contour line extraction) it is possible an error to occur in respect of centering of the object in the frame. That error is accepted to be in the boundary of ± 2 pixels in any of the eight directions. Therefore, the data base is formed by generation of 200 subsidiary matrices Wm,n with dimension 64×64 elements, where It means for each of the 8 aircraft models 25 subsidiary matrices are created. These matrices define 25 horizontal object positions in the frame, which are distinguished by ±2 pixels in reference to the center of the image. The described principle of creation of matrices with image displacement is illustrated in Fig. 8 (Fig. 9) , and second Grossberg's layer composed of 8 neurons corresponding to the number of etalon models (Fig. 10) . Commonly, the learning process of LVQ neural architecture without "teacher" initiates by assigning the average of minimal and maximal values of the elements of the input training matrix to the weight matrix of the first layer IW1,1. During training process, the elements of the weight matrix alter by certain step, usually 0.01 per epoch, until satisfactory result is obtained.
The suggested LVQ neural networks are realized in program environment. The training-blue MMSE (Minimum Mean Square Errors) diagram of output values of the LVQ neural network is presented in Fig. 11 . Fig. 11 . MMSE of the training process As can be seen the standard training process converges too slow. In the present study, the training process is suggested to be accomplished by "teacher", based on the recognition strategy presented in Section 3.1. The essence of the proposed idea consists in assigning immediately the values of elements of the input training matrix SR to the elements of the weight matrix of the first layer IW1,1. It is reasonable, because the criterion of affiliation of the following input vectors to the certain class is completely contained in the input training matrix. In this way, the training process of the neural network extends only one epoch.
The decision rule, containing in present LVQ architecture, is simplemaximum number of detected coincident pixels defines the class that the current object has to be assigned to. Actually, this rule is not perfect, because the contour line of different aircrafts is described by different number of pixels in dependence of geometry of the aircraft. To overcome this obstacle a second LVQ neural network with exactly the same architecture is suggested. The decision rule of the second neural network is noted as follows. The class that the current object has to be assigned to is defined by the maximum ratio of the number of detected coincident pixels related to general number of pixels that form the contour line of the corresponding model.
For instance, let as result two neural networks render an account of 100 coincident pixels for the object contour of certain image and the model of the aircraft Boeing-707, and 80 coincident pixels for the model of the fighter F-22. In this case, LVQ-1 recognizes the target as Boeing-707, because the absolute number of coincident pixels is greater. In the meantime, LVQ-2 prefers F-22 because the model contour of F-22 is described by 96 pixels, whereas the model contour of Boeing-707 is described by 218 pixels, i.e., the probability the target to be F-22 is greater.
The realization of the second rule requires the input training matrix to be changed. The alteration of the input training matrix influences only on these elements equal to 1, which describe the contour line of the models. The values of these elements of the new matrix SʹR are recomputed by division of corresponding elements of the matrix SR to the full number of pixels, which form the contour line of the relevant model. This rule is more efficient in probabilistic meaning.
Based on the recognition algorithm described in Section 3.2 the training process is suggested to be accomplished by "teacher" again. Similarly to the previous neural network, in the beginning the values of the input training matrix SʹR are assigned to the elements of the weight matrix of the first layer IWʹ1,1 of the second neural network. This way, the training process of the neural network lasts one epoch again.
Although the Kohonen and Grossberg neural networks have identical architecture, with the described organization of the weight matrices IW 
Final identification decision strategy
In practice, the ISAR images are expected to be of low quality, blurred and with presence of different kind of disturbances. As a result, after preliminary image processing the extracted contour line could be deformed. For this reason in this paper, an algorithm for final identification decision is suggested using results of both of the neural networks. Algorithm is based on the particular decisions of the object affiliation formed by the LVQ-neural networks, and on the application of special additional logical rules. The logical rules have the meaning of constrain conditions. The choice of the final decision is accomplished following next sequence of operations.
1. First step is performed in accordance with the following logical rule. If the maximum number of coincident pixels for all models is less than a certain minimal permissible value the decision is the target is not recognized. The motive is, it is not possible to exist a target resembling all models, simultaneously. The most probable reason for such an event is the bad image quality due to the high noise level. If the number of coincident pixels exceeds the minimal permissible value continue with the next step of the algorithm.
2. The second logical rule is, in case the number of coincident pixels for the winner model is less than a certain minimal permissible value the decision is the object is not recognized. The motive is there is not enough number of coincident pixels to guarantee an unambiguously correct recognition. The most probable reason for such an event is that the observed target is unknown (the model does not present in the data base). If the number of coincident pixels exceeds the minimal permissible value continue with the next step of the algorithm.
3. The third logical rule requires examination of the output results of the neural networks. If the results, obtained by LVQ-1 and LVQ-2 are different, the decision is the object is not completely recognized. As a most probable result is chosen the one, received by LVQ-2, but a message is displayed that resemblance exists with another model. If the results, obtained by LVQ-1 and LVQ-2 are identical the decision is the object is completely and unambiguously recognized. The rules of the final decision strategy are presented in Table 1 . It is necessary to note that formally both of the neural networks can be integrated in one common general neural structure. In this case another approach by applying additional final decision strategy is preferred. The reason is that the neural networks are not flexible in making decision in principle. The main idea is based on using of several different neural networks with different decision criteria and then the final decision to be formed on the ground of more flexible algorithms, for instance fuzzy logic algorithms [31] .
Neural network automatic recognition -experimental results
Numerical experiments that prove the correctness and illustrate the capabilities of the developed neural networks automatic target recognition system are carried out. The stages of the recognition process applied to identify two targets MIG-29 and Boeing-707 are graphically illustrated on the panels in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 , respectively. On the left part of each panel diagrams with results of the recognition process for 8 targets are depicted. A diagram that illustrates the functionality of the LVQ-1 neural network is pictured up side. It presents the maximum number of coincident pixels for each of the eight models. A diagram that illustrates the functionality of the LVQ-2 neural network is pictured down side. It presents the recognition process in a probability form as a ratio of the same number of coincident pixels to the full number of pixels from the contour line of the relevant model.
In the right part of the panel, the original reconstructed and focused image of the object is presented, that is used for contour line extraction, necessary for the realization of the image recognition algorithm.
The final decision is automatically displayed as a text string, explaining the inference, accomplished by the identification system. In case the target is identified, the type of aircraft is specified and a graphic map appears that presents the object from different point of view. If additional information exists as the geometric dimension, tactical and technical data, nationality or weapon equipment of the recognized target, it is presented on the display. Otherwise, the motives of the accepted decision are indicated, and the most probably reasons for this decision, are specified. The experiments are carried out in Matlab program environment.
Conclusion
In this paper, an image processing algorithm and system for ISAR target recognition are considered. The recognition system is created by using neural network's architecture. Two LVQ neural networks are constructed and implemented in program environment. A training algorithm by teacher is preferred. Final identification decision strategy based on the inferences of the two neural networks is formulated. Results of numerical experiments that prove the correctness and effectiveness of the suggested recognition system are graphically illustrated.
The suggested algorithm for target identification has logical structure and provides for the necessary reliability of the identification in the presence of the disturbance in the image and corruption in contour line of the displayed image. On the second place, the number of neurons in the first layer is defined by the number of the models, but not by the number of pixels in the image.
The selected architecture of the neural network has the following advantages. It possesses a property of associative memory, which guarantees the correct classification of the object in the presence of high level of noise background and incomplete and distorted images. Substantial advantage of the algorithm preferred for neural network learning is the training process. It comprises one single epoch, completely determined, fast and flexible. The weight matrices of the layers of both neural networks are completely known. Thus, the results can be unambiguously defined. Another advantage is that the complementation of new etalon models in the neuron network is reduced to addition of new neurons in the first layers of the neural network and extension of the input training matrix. The training process lasts only one epoch as well. Finally, the suggested neural network can be easily realized in a hardware setting.
Generally, the neural networks are not flexible in decision making. It requires a different approach in neural networks' implementation, e.g. based on using of many neural networks with different decision criteria. Then, the final decision can be formed on the ground of more flexible algorithms, for instance fuzzy logic algorithms [31] which are the aim of the authors' future work.
